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Abstract

We use the Weyl-vaa der Waerden tpioor techaic to construct he-

licity wave function for matalei» and mauive spin- \ fermioa*. We

apply our formaliuo to evaluate helicity amplitudes taking into ac-

count some pheaomenological coupling» tcvoiving th«* particlei.
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1 Introduction

The increase in energy of the hadronic and leptonic colliders makes processes

involviog a large number of particle* become more and more important. Tbe

evaluation of the crow section for these processes involves a large number of

Feynman diagrams and even numerical and algebraic computation programs

have difficulties o handle with tbem.

Tbe standard way of calculating transition amplitudes for a given process

involves the sum of the squared invariant amplitude over the spin of all

bosons and fermions that participate in the process (in the ca»e of colored

particles we should also perform a sum over all color degrees of freedom). In

general, when we are dealing with multi- par tide processes, the evaluation of

the squared amplitude includes traces of several Dirac ^-matrices and the

application of this standard method becomes troublesome.

A very powerful technic for evaluating multi-particle amplitudes is the

so called helicity method. Instead of taking the spin sum of the squared in-

variant amplitude, we evaluate matrix elements with assigned helicity states

for the external legs. At tbe end, the squared helicity amplitudes arc added

up incoherently, taking into account all possible helicity configuration». The

helicity mcthod[lj was used very successfully by tbe CALKUL Collabora-

tion. They were able to obtain compact expressions for processes involviog

multiple bremsstrahlung in gauge theories,[2] expressing the helicity vectors

of massless bosons in terms of the external fermion momenta.

There were several improvements in the definition of the helicity vectors

of the massless spin-1 partic!es[3, 4, 5]. Nevertheless, the most important
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development in the helicity method cornea from the use of the Weyl-van

der Waerden SL(2,C) spinors together with the spinor calcului>~]. This

method[7, 8, 9, 10] is able to uni'y the descriptions of D i m spinors and

Minkowski four-vectors, eliminating the lengthy *y-matrices algebra. Fur-

thermore, the helicity states of the massleas vector bosons can be written

in such a way that we can explore the gauge invariance to eliminate some

diagrams. Using this technic, it became possible, for example, to estal liih

recursive relations for processes with n-gluons[U] and to obtain exact ex-

pressions for amplitudes containing a U'(Z) plus five partons[l2].

In this paper, we use the Weyl-van der Wacrdea spinor technic in or-

der to construct the helicity wave functions for masslesa and massive spin-3

fermions. Our approach is suitable for use in conjunction with the method

of Weyl-van dec Waerden spinors for spin-£ and spin-1 partides.[10] We also

give the spin-* propagator in spinorial form and apply our formalism in the

evaluation of some processes involving couplings between spin-j and spin-^

fermions and photons. The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next

section we translate the equations describing a spin-, fennion into Weyl-van

der Waerden spinor Language and we solve them for missless particles. This

procedure leads to a set of belidty states in terms of a gauge and momen-

tum spinors. We also discuss the extension to the massive case making a

distinction between positive and negative energy solutions. In the Section 3,

we evaluate some processes with spin-| fermioos taking, as starting point,

effective Lagrangians. In the last section we draw our conclusions. Finally, in

the Appendices, we define our notations and summarize some useful results



for hdicity states of spin-* and spw-1 particles.

2 The Spin-| Wave Function

2.1 The Maisleu Case

A spiii-f particle with o u t m is described by the Rarita-Schwuger[l3]

•pinor-vector [**+) which satisfies the equations:

° (2)
(3)

In order to make transparent the •pinorial and rectorial natnie of the

Rarita-Schwinger ipinor-vector, we write ••*•*• at:

We should note that, in the absence of the rectorial index, 1fA* reduces

to the Dirac ipinor written in terms of the Weyl bi-spiaors U and q* (our

notation is presented in Appendix A). Exploring the vectorial character of

> we can expand the spinor-vectors 4," *nd rj** at:

(5)



Equations (1-3), for a mas (less particle, allow us to describe the helicity

components of the Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vector ac:

< = tv = («- i.K

where e± are vectors which satisf.es the same relations as the polarisation vec-

tors with defined helicity for spin-1 maukts particles. With the convention

(c*)1 = eT, we obtain the constraint,

= %r

In order to determine the belicity states, we apply the Weyl-van der Waer-

den tpiaor formalism to the Rarita-Schwinger theory. For a mactleu spin-|

particle of momentum p, the Dirac Equation (1) lures into two uncouple

equations of motion:

= o

where P^ is related to the momentum p,, through Eq.(68). We should men-

tion that relation Eq.(3) does not give any supplementary condition in thit

case.

Since for a massless particle, p2 = 0, we should have P^P** = 0 and,

therefore, P^ = Pop» where pu is the momentum spinor astociated to the

ligbt-cone four-momentum p". In this way, Eq. (8) for E and N becomes



very simple:

- 0 (9)

We now search for an explicit form of the spinors H and N. In order to

do so we write E and N as the products:

=•* = R9 5*r
JV^ = f * C* lfé (10)

where Ü, 5 , T, /*, G and If are arbitrary spinors. Our aim now is to deter*

mine these spinors. Equation (9) is satisfied only if R and F are proportional

to p and, in order to satisfy Eq.(2), in spinorial form, we should also have 5

and H proportional to p. Analyzing the left and right components of •'*•"

and the constraint Eq.(7), we learn that 7 . = (C«)\ Furthermore, the rela-

tion e± • cT = —1 fixes the normalization factor and requires an overall y/2

for the spinor-vectors. Therefore, up to n global phase, H and N reduces to:

&f (11)

The helicity wave functions becomes:

(12)



which satisfy the normalization for the Rarita-Schwinger spinor-vectors i.e.

t»

= -\<Gp>\7fi (13)

where •ií" i» ̂ iven by:

In order to have the correct normalization, in agreement with the produc. of

the normalization for spin-^ (£ ± ,u(p ,«) i (p , j ) = / ) and spin-1 ((,,<" = - 1 )

particles, we should have | < Gp > |2 = 1, or < Gp > = exp(>0), where 8 is

an arbitrary phase. We can choose G as:

The invariance of Eq.(l-3) under the gauge transformation:

implies in an in variance under the change of g by:

9' — 9" = if + *C«p(-»0) <9P>P*

In this sense, g is considered a gauge spinor. Notice that g can be chosen

arbitrarily, except for the momentum spinor p itself.



Finally, assuming the convention VM(p) = £ÜJ(p), where- C ia the charge

conjugation matrix, we can write the pocitive and negative energy spinor-

vector with helicity ±\ (±± ) :

, o)

(16)

2.2 The Massive Case

We now treat the massive case. Let us make a distinction between the

positive (u) and negative (v) energy solutions of:

where •£;?[ is the spinor-vector of Rarita-Schwinger for a spin-^ par'ide

(antipartide) with mass m. The upper (lower) sign will dways refer to the

positive (negative) solution. The spinor-vector • [ t^ also satisfies Eq.(2) and

Eq.(3). We write •,!?, as:

(«. ,r
(18)



la the ta*ne way as before, we expand the •piaor-vectors (^«..i)." and

Let us deco: ipote the spin- \ iermioa momentum k as the sum of two tight-

bke momenta, *-«., à^ = fm + q^ with k^kf = m2 = 2pf.«
l> or» in spinorial

laafuage,

This last relation gives rise to the restriction:

< M > = p'fc = mexp(i0) (21)

We expand ( f f . . | ) ." u d (^..i)*1* in terms of the momentum spinor» p

and 9 distinguishing the spinorial and vectorial character of the indices:

wLcre,

A,".,, = ^ ( A , ^ ) ^ (23)



each one having iti own expansion i.c:

( V . , ) I Í = AJiUft + AfS.flfcflÉ + AJiUft + A Í i , , ^ (24)

In Eq.(24), we took into account all possible available spinorial combinations.

If we subttitute the expansion Eq.(22) into Eq.(17) we get the following

relation?:

C i)« (25)

where the upper (lower) sign stands for u (v) spinors. In spinorial form,

Eq.(2), gives rise to:

(pbf + «fcf) (tV.i)« = o

^ + 96f) (A,...,)te = 0 (26)

whereas Eq(3) gives:

, . ^ ) («,...,)« = 0

. , ^ = 0 (27)

Taking into account the Eq.(2S • 27) we get the contiraints:

v(.-») _ ^ I M I . ( I )

> (28)



and

(29)

With these constraints, 0,.,., and A (.. | become:

and we obtain for the Rarita-Sch winger spinor:

PiP (31)

Therefore, we can write the spinor-vector* for the particle and antipaxtide

of spin- ̂  as:

and,

10



In Eq.( 32,33) we identified the helicity states of a spin* fermion Eq.(80)

and the ones of a massive vector botoa Eq.(94). If we adopt the normalixation

where h(k') are the helicities, we can write the normalized helicity spinors

for particles of spin-1 up to a phase factor as:

2 ro \ « v

-4
m>/3

TO l _ e r f j â •

where ± ± denotes the hclicities ± j and ± the helicities ±J. And, for the

antiparticlei we have:

Í *"?
(ft*)

11



^ y/2

m>/3
p.

mJl

(35)

The conjugate spino» (•|...i)>4'
< can be obtained from Eq.(14).

in order tu have ihe complete tet of Feynman rules, let us write the bpin- \

propagator[l4]:

5 k" -1
in spinorial notation:

where

è

2"á

—Í*
3m3

'(36)

(37)
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3 Phenomenological Helicity Amplitudes

3.1 Coupling \-l-\

In order to illustrite the reach of our formalism, we evaluate tome simple

processes involving spin-; particle*. First of all, let ui consider the coupling

between a spin-, fermion (^3/3), » «pin-, fermioa ( / I /J ) I *r>d the photon

(7). The lowest order, gauge invariant Lagrangian describing this coupling

is given by:

£, = ?#<,7^F^+*.e. (38)
A

where • , , is the spinor-vector of the spin-j fermion, V '• *be field of the

spin-5 fermion and F^ — d^A,, - ôvAtl. We can write £1, in the momentum

space, using the spinorial notation:

e / Q ^ + A.c. (39)

where Z and JV are defined in Eq.(19) and the spinors ( and 1? in Eq.(73), Q^

is the spinor associated to the photon momentum and E^ its wave function.

Let us evaluate the helicity amplitudes for the decay Fy2(k) -» /i/s(p) +

7(g) in some details. Considering the spin-^ fermion massless, we can make

the following identification:

K* = r - ' i + '•'» (40)
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with < r r > = O = < J « > and < r» > = mexp (lfl), where m is th: spiL-j

fermioD matt.

We denote the helicity amplitude* a* Mxr.xt,x^, where X, ú the helicity

of the particle i. Evaluating the helicity contributions, we have:

M±ti±,± = M i i > T l t = M±;±.± = M±,*x = 0 (43)

and,

Mfi.t- = --^-e1* <qr>i<qr >•< pj >
mA

A1-- + - = -—e1* <fl# >'< flj >f< pr >
mA

<qs >! (<pj ><g«>f -2<pr ><qr>

+ .-)* (44)

where the latt four equation bold up to a global phase. We can see that the

complex conjugation reverses all the helicity signs. The four-vector r* and

*" are arbitrary. They just have to satisfy Jt" = r» + s" and r3 = *2 = 0

Nevertheless, the result is quite simple if we make the choice: r** - pl and

M" - q". In thit case, only two contributions survives:

M"-*- = ~lLe''[ <W>|3<P9>t = {M.....J (45)
And finally, the square of the amplitude is given by:

\M(F - / + 7 ) | ' = [!^++;-p+|
2 -r

14



3.2 Coupling f-f-1

The effective Lagrangian, involving a minimal electromagnetic coupling of

the spin-^ fermions, it given by:

C» = aK-uVA" (46)

which can be written in the •pinorial form as:

C2 = 9 ( E ^ + A***J E« (47)

We now evaluate the heiicity amplitude* for the reaction /i , a(j>) +

-» 7 —» F3/3(k) + /3/s(/) using the coupling described by £ 3 . We write the

heiicity amplitude» aa Mxt,XjiXrAf where Ay^j are the helicitiet of the initial

*P>n*3 (anti)fermioni and ^F[P) the ones of the final ipin-^ (anti)fermiont.

Let ut consider the case where all the particles are massless. The hdicity

wave functions for the spin-^ masiless fsrmions axe given in Ex).(l6). We

obtain the following heiicity amplitudes:

+,_,__,++ = ^ < kq >< Ip >•< Ilk X IG >»

where the gauge spioors »re:

15



We have the freedom ;o choose the spinors g and k with the only condition

that g / k and k f. I. If we thote, for instance, g — h — pt Eq.(48) become:

_ 2ieg < kp >*< Iq >< pk >*< /j> >

< p p

Ip >•< pJfc >< /p >•

^ + , - _ ) ' (50)

up to arbitrary phases. The squared Amplitude, for the mattlest CAM, is:

\M(f + / - F + /•)!' = ^ [(p - /)( , • k) + (p - *)(« • I)] (51)

We now assume that the spin* fermions are massless where** the spin-^

fermions have mass m. In this CAM, the simplest cboice[15] for the spinors r

and » in Eq.(40), for both spin-] fermions, are sucb that:

L«i = « » * k + yayt (52)

with < zz >- 0 = < j y > and,

(ff) (53)

We write the MA&dcUtam variable » as,

This last equation can be solved for a giving two roots:

16



where (3 = (1 - W / * ) l / J it the final lepton velocity. Since aA 7Í - 1 , from

Eq.(52), we have < zp >< i f >•= - < yp >< yç >'.

We obtain some null contribution*:

M±Aix,A, = 0 (55)

for any Ap, Ap, and

^ - ^ ( 1 + a) <

a + 02)

» i

ê Ô y d

M±rf,nr± = -M±Ç;±,TT = A<±iT;T.±± = 0 (56)

The non-null contributions are:

yp >• (57)

17



The other 10 helicity amplitudes, with all the oppotite signs for the helicities,

coincide* with the bermitian conjugate of the above ones up to a globs! phase.

Finally, the square of invariant amplitude is,

We should note that the final result is independent of the particular choice

of a - Q ± of Eq.(54).

4 Conclusions

In this paper we construct helicity wave-functions for spin-^ particles. We

start from the Rarita-Schwinger equation and apply the Weyl-van der Waer-

den spinor technic to obtain the helicity states in spinonal form. We show the

effectiveness of this method in calculations of invariant amplitudes analyzing

some processes involving phenomenological couplings of these particles. Our

method can also be applied in calculations of processes containing spin-j

fcrmiont[l6], including its production in colliders{17] or the study of barion

refconances[)8] {e.g. A(l232)).

Our approach is a powerful strategy for computing invariant amplitudes

involving spin- \ fermions. For instance, we can take advantage of the free-

dom in choosing the gauge spinor for masses pariides (Eq.(15)) in order

to reduce the number of belicity amplitudes contributing to a given process.

In the massive case, we are able to make convenient selection of the mo-

mentum configuration (see for example Eq.(52)). Thete choices may cause

18



just a small number of hclicity contributions to survive, as in Eq.(45). This

is a considerable improvement ia relation to the results of Ref.[l9], where

Bargmann-Wigner formalism is used to write covariant polarization bases

for spin-^ massive particles. We also believe that our method can be easily

implemented in an algebraic computer program[7]. This implementation is

now in progress.
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A Definitions and Notations

We adopt the conventions of Wess and Bagger [20 J, but with a different signa-

ture for the metric. We adopt the metric tensor g^ = &,„ with d\*%{g^) =

( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ) . The vector indices are denoted by Greek letters (/*,»'••• =

0,1,2,3) and the spinor indices are denoted by Latin letters {A,B-* =

1,2,3,4; and a , 6 . = 1,2)

In the space of (2,2) matrices, we define the metric spinor:

(59)

which satisfies

«"* = -e.» = t** = -<„» (60)

in such a way that:

P ' Pb i P * Pi \® )

The inner product between two spinors is defined as:

< pq >= p% , <pq>] = fqa (62)

We define the a-matrices as:

oT = (o°,a>) (63)

*""* = « " t " ^ = «^«"«^ (64)

which satisfies:

(65)

20



here:

' • ( : : ) • • • • ( : : ) • ' • ( : : ) • ' • ( : : ) -

Any four-vector p* = [pa,p') can be written a»:

pT = l-**»P* (67)

-here,

Pj, = < > „ (68)

in this way, the Lorentz invuiuit p*p^ can be written as:

= 1{P*P) (69)

In the space of (4,4) matrices, we use the Weyl representation of the

"7-malrices:

0

with 7s given by:

o t\
with the helicity projectors written as:

2< l -7 5 ) (72)
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B Spin-^ Heliciiy Wave Functions

We write the Dirac tpinor as:

and the conjugate Dirac tpinor

*4 = *), [lu)B
A = («»• ( . ) (74)

The Dirac Equation in terms of P^ (Eq. (68)) ia:

= m ^ (75)

For maMleu fermion*, the colution* of Eq.(75) are helidty spinort:

I ° ) ; »-(P) = VM = I ̂  j

M P ) = VAP) = ( p m o ) ; » - ( p ) = *^ip) = ( o p . ) (76)

where + ( - ) indices denote the right(left) handed spinor tad, the normal-

ization of the Dirac tpincrt is of the form:

E ^(J»)«x(p) = I ) «X(P)CA(P) = * (77)

In the massive case we write the momentum of the fermion (Í) as a sum

of two light-Uke momenta:

22



and construct the spinors Kt P and Q in the tame way as in Eq. (68):

Since ***JrM = m2, we should Lave < pç > = mejcp(i0). If we adopt the

phase convention:

v±{k) = Cül(k) (79)

we can write the solution! of Eq.(75) as:

toil) I

V t I

( exp(» í )ç a \
. (80)

*" /

where ui and o/2 are arbitrary phases. We can choose, for example, u>t = 0

and wj = 0. The above spinors satisfy the completeness relations:

- (J + m) , E^(*)e±(*) = (A - m) (81)
* ±»

and the normalization,

*±(*K(*) = -2m (82)

23



C Spin-1 Helicity Wave Functions

The tpinors associated with the polarization vectors of a m u d e » vector

particle with momentum p, corresponding to states of definite helicity (A =

±) satibfy:

0 (83)

= 0 (85)

} = - 2 (86)

We can write Et^^ as:

Equation (86) yields < pG >= ex pit*», where u is an aibitrary phase,

and, therefore, G it given by:

c- = e x p i w 7 ^ 7 (88)

where g is a gauge tpinor.

In the massive case, the spiaors associated with polaxization vectors sat-

isfy:

0 (89)

(90)

= 0 (91)

24



w ( ) W w = -2 (92)

and,

E *<A) -(^(A) *)» = -2e^eü + - V ^ (93)

la the time way we did for inactive fermioni, we define the momentum

tpinori K^ ai in Eq.(78) to write the polarisation ipinort:

[[

m

25
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